Uniform for Nursery, Reception, Year 1 and Year 2 (Key Stage 1)
The Uniform for Key Stage 1 (‘Basic Struben’) has been kept very simple.

The following are required for students in Key Stage 1:
ISCT blue golf shirt (short sleeve or long sleeve)
ISCT navy shorts (‘PE shorts’) (skorts for the girls will be available in 2017)
ISCT track top
ISCT track pants
ISCT peak cap
Trainers (sports shoes) with white socks or brown sandals
OPTIONAL: ‘Struben House top’
OPTIONAL: ISCT rain jacket

All other uniform items on the list and on the website are for students at Woodland Heights campus
only.

Uniform ordering process:
Our uniform shop is a sample shop only, as stock is held by our supplier, Pitt Promotions. Our
uniform sample shop is open on Tuesdays and Thursdays at Woodland Heights from 12:30-16:00.
Orders are placed online with the supplier.
1. All uniform needs to be tried on if at all possible – either at Orientation morning (if applicable)
or at the uniform sample shop at Woodland Heights campus.
2. Once sizes have been decided upon, orders are placed online at
http://pittpromotions.com/shop/isct/
3. Once you have placed your order, you will be sent an invoice.
4. After receipt of payment, your order will be delivered asap at the campus of your choice. You
will be informed via email or text when your order is ready.
5. If you are not in Cape Town and your child cannot try on the uniform, please do be aware that
the golf shirts are on the small side, and they are a slim fit. We recommend you order at least
one size bigger than your child’s current size.
Our uniform sample shop is run by Dalila Stein, who can be contacted at d.stein@isct.co.za
As we have just introduced a new uniform, we have limited old stock available. As second-hand stock
builds up, we will make it available.

Uniform ordering process for Year 3 and up (Key Stages 2-5)
Please refer to the uniform list on a separate sheet for the Basic 345 and Basic Upper requirements.

Uniform ordering process:
Our uniform shop is a sample shop only, as stock is held by our supplier, Pitt Promotions. Our
uniform sample shop is open on Tuesdays and Thursdays at Woodland Heights from 12:30-16:00.
Orders are placed online with the supplier.
1. All uniform needs to be tried on if at all possible – either at Orientation morning (if applicable)
or at the uniform sample shop at Woodland Heights campus.
2. Once sizes have been decided upon, orders are placed online at
http://pittpromotions.com/shop/isct/
3. Once you have placed your order, you will be sent an invoice.
4. After receipt of payment, your order will be delivered asap at the campus of your choice. You
will be informed via email or text when your order is ready.
5. If you are not in Cape Town and your child cannot try on the uniform, please do be aware that
the golf shirts are on the small side, and they are a slim fit. We recommend you order at least
one size bigger than your child’s current size.
Our uniform sample shop is run by Dalila Stein, who can be contacted at d.stein@isct.co.za
As we have just introduced a new uniform, we have limited old stock available. As second-hand stock
builds up, we will make it available for sale.

